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Abstract: Requirements   inconsistencies   could   arise for 

multiple reason and at all levels of hierarchy. in context of a 
complex system detecting inconsistencies among requirements is 
important and needs a rigorous practice.  It is all the more crucial 
task when they are specified in informal language. Thus, 
managing inconsistencies is indispensable to success any system 
design. Constraint specification language ( CSP) formalism is 
used to define rules to spot conflicted requirements. In this paper, 
we present a process founded on ReqDL language in order to 
manage requirements inconsistencies at all level of hierarchy. we 
describe an approach to support inconsistencies identification and 
resolution among requirement. 

Index Terms: requirement engineering, Sysml, DSL, ReqDL , 
Complex System 

I. INTRODUCTION 

  Requirements engineering (RE) is subset of systems 
engineering consists of specification, documentation, 
validation and management requirements of stakeholders 
[22]. In context of the complexity and size of System we face 
today, these activities become more challenging. Smart Grid 
and AAL are examples of complex system whose 
requirements are difficult to manage. This is even harder in 
the context of complex system which may interact with each 
other. MBSE is one of the most efficient and useful approach 
that is relied on to develop systems and that is regarded as a 
primary communicative tool while developing especially 
complex systems. It is based on models to cover several 
aspects such as specifying requirements, designing systems 
and developing and verifying any kind of elements be it 
hardware or software. MBSE opted for System modeling 
language (SysML) as the de-facto language for modelling 
projects. It is a choice that was made on the basis of the 
number of the pragmatic diagrams that SysML provides and 
that make it possible to overcome systems engineering 
problems. Sysml is a general-purpose graphical modeling 
language for complex systems designs that may include 
hardware, software [7]. Concerning the SysML requirements 
diagram, it is the one used to deal with requirements 
specification and relationships.  
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However, its informal text-based requirement presents 
certain drawbacks which supposes that there would be some 
difficulties to spot the stakeholder requirements consistencies 
while developing those complex systems.  

It is a drawback that is mostly related to the lack of defining 
rules or constraints for writing requirements text and coming 
up with rigorous methods for detecting inconsistencies using 
requirement text property.  

Many rigorous modeling MBSE tools that support sysml 
and adopted by the Object Management Group (OMG)          (e 
g MagicDrawn, Rational Rhapsody, Visual Paradigm, Sparx 
Enterprise Architect…). Other solutions are solely  dedicated 
to requirements management; They offer mechanisms such  
structuring, elucidating and tracing requirements artifacts. In 
spate of that, manage inconsistencies among requirements is 
still one of the difficult tasks in requirement engineering life 
cycle. Most produced requirements documents and models do 
not follow accurately the guidelines and common criteria of 
writing requirements [1]-[4]. 
During the requirement engineering process, inconsistencies 
may arise at different abstractions level. One requirement is 
inconsistent if it is in conflict with one or more other 
requirements. Therefore, they   cannot be met in parallel by 
the system being developed. Decision should be taken on 
which detected requirements will be removed or modified. 
Inconsistency in RE deserves to be considered, the main 
reasons causing failure of a large number of projects are 
requirements related issues, including inconsistencies. 
Furthermore, according to  the Standish Groupe research 
reports[23] , requirements inconsistencies concerning  system 
requirements are considered as a crucial research area  in RE. 
In this paper we will present requirements inconsistencies 
process. This process offers a new approach to reduce, detect 
and resolve inconsistencies in requirements models. This 
approach relies on ReqDL as language in which requirements 
model are written. Our process contributes at different level of 
hierarchy to detect and resolve inconsistencies. 

II. BACKGROUND 

A. Overview  

This section is devoted to give an overview of the main 
concepts of the ReqDL language, leveraging previous works 
[11][24] that presented the basic semantics and concepts of 
the language. ReqDL has a form of a structured natural 
language, is designed to allow requirements engineers to 
explicitly write all kind of 
requirements.  
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ReqDL includes attributes and connectors to capture and 
control how requirements are written.  
The way ReqDL is designed allows it to identify traceable 
requirement, and also obtain some traceable information that 
might constitute a part of   requirements statements like point 
of view , source, and author. 
REQDL is a language which is designed to aid requirement 
elicitation with  
a friendly-user concrete syntax. ReqDL possesses a range of 
elements to get the various sorts of data. which involves the 
traceability of the requirements and others information are 
about the requirement text description of the requirements 
itself.  we focused here on the requirement description 
property. The requirement description in ReqDL is composed 
of three parts: 

 Modal verbs: need shall, should, must and will refers 
to the requirement's feature which might be either the 
obligatory, urgent or recommended in the future and also 
locate the hierarchy levels , namely system(subsystem), 
component and stakeholder requirements. 
 Requirement action:  so as to feature the system 
behavior, ReqDL semantic distinguish three kind of 
requirement actions: Autonomous action, interactive 
action and passive action. 
 Conditions: ReqDL description make use of a couple 
of operators "when" and "where". the former specifies 
temporal condition whereas the latter expresses the 
logical condition. Hereafter an example of  specification 
of a requirement with the REQDL language.  

III. MANAGEMENT REQUIREMENT WITH REQDL 

LANGUAGE 

The permitted structure on which the requirement model 
should follows is expressed as meta-model. The meta model 
describes and explains all relations and syntax of the model. It 
should be made in accordance with the suggested meta-model 
describing the abstract of the language. This must be made 
according to the proposed meta-model which describes the 
Abstract Syntax of the language. We have added some 
attributes to ReqDL language to define requirement 
description with more granularity. Fig.8 illustrates the main 
part of our Metamodel.  Listing 1 illustrates the ReqDL 
description grammar that matches to the metamodel. This 
grammar concerns the description structure ( e g. connectors, 
modal verbs . type of actions …) wich is implemented using  
xtext framework . xtext is an open source tool for developing 
domain specific language [12]. 

In order to provide some relevant aspects of a specification 
in our metamodel, we enrich the model with additional 
constraints in ReqDL metamodel   using object constraint 
language (OCL). OCL is a formal language that is dedicated 
to describe unambiguous constraints in conjunction with 
Ecore implementations [19]. With a textual metamodel view, 
we could add new constraints directly at metamodel level. For 
instance, in one requirement description constrains each 
attribute to have a unique name and do not contain duplicate 
attributes in the same description. 

IV. MODELING PROCESS FOR MANAGING 

REQUIREMENT INCONSISTENCIES 

A set of requirements is consistent if their specifications do 
not contain any ambiguity and they are not in conflict with 
each other. Therefore, Inconsistencies arise when a set of 
requirements have similar template, but differ on few 
requirement attributes values or on connectors terms. 
hereinafter a simple example of a conflicting requirement 
relied on car cooling system. 

 

 
The Fig.1 presents a modeling process for managing 

requirement inconsistencies. This process concerns all kind of 
requirements at every stage of system development. The 
process requires two main roles; requirement engineer and the 
system tool. requirement engineer has an important task in 
analyzing requirement at particular level development 
process. He should be able to take a good decision and 
evaluate their impact.  
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Fig. 1. Modelling Process for managing inconsistencies 

The system should detect inconsistencies among 
requirement, notify requirement engineer with a list of 
resolution rules. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
To identify the inconsistencies among requirements, it is 

important to capture properties and concepts common among 
requirements. This is an indispensable activity throughout 
inconsistency management; for the reason that requirements 
without common pieces cannot be evaluated as inconsistent 
requirements. Therefore, identify inconsistencies consist of 
detection, which requirement properties are on conflict with 
other requirements properties. This is based on the use of 
attributes values or connectors terms to detect inconsistency. 

  Requirement ontology model: it is important to use a 
formal description of the ontology to guide the requirement 
engineer to elicited a requirement description. In terms of 
usability and maintainability the ontology is very 
advantageous because it contains all shared and agreed 
system terminology by all actors involved in the system 
development life cycle. 

In order to be precise and unambiguous, ontology model 
should be the first step in the system development cycle. it 
captures the knowledge related to a specific domain that 
would reinforce terms and concepts. The following, some 
defined concepts: 

 
– Event: Event   that system intends to achieve    
– Object: Object are used especially in the system 

requirement to specify elements that are subject to a 
function. 

– Function: to express functions performed by the 
system 

– Interface: define the external space that interact with 
the system boundaries. 

– Operational environment: it is important to define 

some environmental aspects that the system should 
take into consideration to operate in.  

– Constraints: define constraints that limit solution 
space 

– Temporal connectors: before, after, while and when. 
The second step is ReqDL model which uses the ontology  
model to define the requirement properties this consist of 

importing all necessary elements exist in the ontology model.  
Level hierarchy: since the conflicts could arise any 

requirements engineering step. It is necessary to detect on 
which hierarchy level the inconsistency is spotted. Therefore, 
we associate a "modal verbs" at each different levels of 
system hierarchy namely: stakeholder requirement, system 
(subsystem) requirement or component requirement.   

– Duplicate requirement description: all requirement 
that have exactly the same properties 

– Performance capability: Locate all requirements that 
differ only in performance capability such as capacity 
of system to perform requirement within a specified 
range unit. 

– Incompatible event:  consist in finding a pair of 
requirements where share all elements but differ at 
event property 

– Incompatible temporal condition: The fact that two 
different temporal condition are used can be identified 
as potential inconsistency before <event> vs after 
<event>. 

– Functional inconsistency 
– Environmental inconsistency  
– Performance/time conflict 

A. Detection rules 

Through constraints satisfaction problem (CSP), the 
inconsistent requirement can be identified automatically. To 
manage the inconsistent requirements, we use 
Detection/Resolution rules.  
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With CSP formalism, the consistency check among 
requirement is realized with rules. We opted for a formal 
presentation of those rules. Fig.2 shows the formal description 
of a detection rule. The specification of this rule, which shows 
consistency in requirement attributes, contains conditions. 
Fig.3 shows another example of rules in requirement 
Connectors. 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 2. Formal description rule 
 

 
Fig. 3. Requirements connectors Rule 

V. RELATED WORKS 

Our work is motivated by the need to improve requirement 
description in order to describe it in a finer way. We provide a 
process that allow to detect inconsistencies among them.  

Managing inconsistencies in RE activity still an issue for 
many researchers which can be categorized into two 
groups.one is interaction among requirements on software 
system and another concern requirement text description for 
detecting inconsistencies.  

in the remainder of this section, we are discussing the main 
research works relied on approaches to tackle the 
requirements inconsistencies in "RE" area. 

in the remainder of this section, we discuss the key related 
research approaches that have been proposed for dealing with 
requirements inconsistencies in RE. 
 Requirements Interaction 
Many previous works have been interested on the 

conflicting requirements management in the case of software 
systems. Those approaches focused mainly on interactions 
between functional and unfunctional requirement and 
consider this method as efficient to deal with inconsistency 
[16][17][18][19][20]. [21] proposed a method founded on 
quality attributes such as performance and maintainability and 
traceability techniques to identify conflicting requirements. 
Based on use case, Hausmann et al.[ref] introduce an 
approach to detect inconsistencies between functional 
requirements. Pre-condition and post-condition rules are used 
to express functional requirements. The authors proposed an 
approach for detecting dependencies that represent 
inconsistency to be decided by the modeler.  Unlike our 
approach, which based on the capturing concepts into text 
property and afterward, searching similarity that might 

exist in the other requirements elements.  
 Requirement text description  
Few works focus on the management of requirement 

inconsistencies based on requirement statement. In [14] the 
authors presented a framework which permit identifying the 
conflicts among requirements in the case of system of 
systems. This method has been applied to resource-based 
consumption. To deal with this issue, the authors extend the 
Relax language [15] to express the requirements in case of the 
self-adaptive complex system. The author in [13] has 
presented a method for constructing a collection of 
inconsistent requirements and their categorization. This is 
relied on linguistic basis to mine the incoherencies between 
requirements. Nevertheless, it is limited on requirements in 
technical specification, doesn’t concern different levels of 
abstraction in RE activity. 

Finally, our approach and our requirements specification 
with Reqdl language allows requirements to be formalized in 
an accurate and a simple syntax, making it easy for diferent 
actors involved in the project to understand and communicate 
between each other. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

in view of the fact that systems are more growing and 
advanced, requirement activity requires new approaches to 
manage à large set of requirements along system development 
process.  

In this paper, we have presented a new process to tackle 
requirements inconsistencies. Our contribution consists of the 
use in addition to the language ReqDL, an ontology which 
allow to specify all terminology shared by all protagonists of 
system. Thus, it would lead to capture the elements and 
attributes of requirement that are inconsistent with others in 
another requirement. In addition, the use of those elements 
and operators allows the identification of inconsistency type 
and level of the hierarchy in which the conflict is spotted. For 
next works, we have aimed to implement and validate our 
approach and to design a solution tool that help to check and 
tackle the issue of requirements consistency model. 
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